- NEW PRODUCT CONTACK WIPER CLOTH
TM

Utilizing a revolutionary new adhesive system,
CONTACKTM Wiper Cloth is a high strength tack
cloth with near-tackless feel. The fabric’s very
light, precision-coated tack and apertured
structure give this product excellent pick-up
power for cleaning in one swipe. Capable of
holding tremendous amounts of particulate
matter with very light pressure, CONTACKTM,
even under significant pressure, will not
transfer adhesive to the surface being wiped.
This makes CONTACKTM a perfect wiper for
cleaning film and for other applications
where tack transfer is a problem. Now users
can worry less about wiping technique, worry
less above tack transfer, and pay more
attention to the surface being wiped. Sold
100-10x18" per box.

Why ContackTM Wiper Cloth?
Removing dirt particles from surfaces can be a
difficult task. Static electricity and frictional forces
make particles adhere to surfaces with surprising
strength. Solvent wiping is one potential solution to
this problem. In some situations this is not practical.
Another excellent solution to this problem is to use
tack cloth.
Tack cloth wipers are fabric wipers which have
been treated with resins which pick-up and hold

Features:

• Remarkable tackless feel offers
equally exceptional pick-up
•Removes lint without leaving
residue; perfect for plates/film
•One-swipe wiping effectively
grabs particulate from most
surfaces for fast clean-up
•Revolutionary new adhesive
system eliminates tack transfer
Item No.:
Description:
Price:

J006-014
CONTACTTM WIPER
CLOTH; 10x18" sheet
$45.00/100

particulate matter. Tack cloth is an effective wiping
tool because it is safe, effective, convenient, and
easy to use.
The problem with traditional tack cloth is that the
resin the tack is easily transferred to the surface
being wiped. This transferred tack has the potential
to interfere with further processing.
CONTACKTM Wiper Cloth eliminates this problem.
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